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Wyller_time1
What I disagree with is the tendency among scientist to say that Einstein now has described, or explained, 
what time is. I think what he does is just describing certain relationships between observations, how they 
work within physics - it is very interesting and everything - but I don’t think that is the last words to be said 
about what time is. 

Wyller_time2_reality1_space1_extension1_nothing1_collapse1
What I have learnt from Augustine -  who is a very important philosopher of time, he started the whole tra-
dition in European philosophy regarding time as a human phenomenon, which might be called temporal 
idealism. Augustine claims without human conceptions of presence, past and future, time would have no 
extension. No parallel to spatial extension. Time would collapse to a point, because there would just be a 
mathematical relation between events, which in themselves would have no temporal extension. 

Wyller_time3_system1_change1_nothing2_meaning1
I would say that Einstein doesn’t give the full picture of what time is, within physics. You drop notions 
of past, presence and future. You just  talk about events that are ordered as before and after one another. 
And correlating them to mathematical coordinate systems, mathematical relationships, which are without 
change. .. So there would be no change in this time, without past, present and future. And if it collapses 
to a point - well... I think everyone could make up some... try to imagine for themselves what that would 
amount to, it is very difficult to understand... I think as human beings we cannot really understand it. But 
that might be the consequence of dropping man out of the picture when describing time. 

Wyller_time4
Both series are necessary ingredients of time, but the point is that the A-series is necessary as well, not only 
the B-series - whereas physics has only the b-series. 

Wyller_change2_consciousness1_being1_reality2
I think the intellectual challenge is simply that they cannot in that way account for change. Because the 
b-series doesn’t change. If something happens before something other then that is a fact about the world 
that never changes. And if other events are related to this b-series, which is in itself without change, then 
other things cannot change either. So I think we have to use the a-series to account for change. In a world 
without the a-series, which probably means without conscious human beings there would be no change. 

Wyller_being2_reality3_nothing3_change2_language1
We are human beings, we are in the world so you cannot know anything about the world without human 
beings. In explanation, and theory also takes place in the human world so if we explain the past or the 
world before mankind entered the scene we also use human concepts. But the point is there is no way step-
ping out of these concepts. And no theory building, no scientific theory, nothing based on observations 
of change can avoid using human concepts.  Even if we refer to states of the universe that obtained before 
human beings existed. 

Wyller_extension2_time5_nothing4_meaning2
We could call that a Now. But the thing is, you could not really properly call it a Now either because the 
concept now only makes sense as contrast to past and present. But it would be an extension-less point, we 
may call it Now, but the main thing is that it is a point without extension. 

Wyller_nothing5_time6_being9_collapse2
If time is human phenomenon, and when we die there would be no time the conclusion is not there is just 
nothingness, but rather that then we would have a world that would be frozen somehow, with everything 
as one single point, as a kind of... one might call it a big crunch, in a very radical way - that time collapses. 

Wyller_time7_being3_reality3_language2
If we describe the world without human beings when we are dead, then we have to leave behind all the 



notions that we know from our lives and past and future, change and so on, and we have to make an ab-
straction and describe the world as we conceive it -  as good as we can - without time. 

Wyller_nothing6_particle1_consciousness2_reality4_body1_quantum1_meaning3
Some say that if you try to imagine this vacuum or virtual particles... If you ask them; are these particle 
concrete, or are they abstract? It seems to me, in the end, that there are no clear answers anymore and that 
means that they also... talking like that, they blur the distinction between mental conscious phenomena 
and external spatial phenomena existing outside our bodies. That is a consequence that several quantum 
physicists have drawn, Niels Bohr and Heisenberg and others. And that is quite interesting. 

Wyller_time8_quantum2
Some also draw the conclusion, that at the deepest level of descriptions within quantum physics - quite 
many actually, I think - they say; “Well, that really is a world without time”: 

Wyller_time9_collapse1_evolution1_nothing7_force1_meaning4
For them time also collapses. And then they go on saying that perhaps time is an emergent phenomenon, 
emerging from this static timeless universe. That is a thought that is really hard to understand, because 
talking about emergency, something emerging.. then you are talking about a process taking time. How can 
anything emerge within the universe without time? When starting using words then that have no clear sense 
anymore. It’s just another way of talking about the big bang. You are talking about the timeless universe 
where time emerges, that must be a kind of a big bang too, for which there could be no real explanation. 

Wyller_time10_space2_extension2
How we can describe a world without using the concepts of time - my first answer would be that we are 
simply not able to do it. But the second answer would be that … eh… we could though try.. In trying, what 
we end up with is a picture of time as something spatial. As extended in space. Or perhaps only a number 
series. But mainly perhaps only in space and that’s what regularly happens when scientists make space time 
diagrams, they draw lines, but lines are there to be seen by everyone as spatial lines. That is as far as we get, 
I think, in trying to imagine what a physical world without time would be like. We can only imagine it as 
something in space.

Wyller_nothing8
I think we are not able to grasp nothingness as such.

Wyller_nothing9_being4_reality4_meaning5
We may have some existential feeling concerning nothingness. A kind of anxiety about your own death and 
so on. That’s a kind of nothingness. My death means that I am nothing, your death means that you are noth-
ing. Okay, a kind of nothingness creeps in there, but a clear conception of pure nothing, no world existing 
at all, not even tiny little bits of it. I don’t think we can really understand that idea.

Wyller_nothing10_reality5
We have a kind of notion of nothingness. If we didn’t we wouldnt understand the contrast between some-
thing and nothing at all. 

Wyller_nothing11_energy1_question1
Energy is something isn’t it? Even though it’s very very small.

Wyller_nothing12_evolution2_force3_stories1_meaning6_question2
There is this old question in philosophy, for instance the greek philosopher Parmenides, living about 500 
years B.C. ... One of his main simple claims is that from nothing nothing can emerge. That has some kind of 
intuitive appeal doesn’t it? If there is just nothing in the world, how can you explain that suddenly there is 
something there? I think we clearly read on the borders of human understanding, when we try to grasp that. 



Wyller_nothing13_stories2_meaning7
Then we border on the limits of what makes sense. We cannot quite understand these matters, it is too deep 
for us perhaps. 

Wyller_connection2_space3_reality6_time11
But also what he calls the cosmological ideas. Trying to understand the world as a whole. Does it have a 
limit in time and space or doesn’t it? And Kant’s point is that they both seem to be true, but they cannot 
both be true. Therefor we always end up with contradictions in trying to account for it. 

Wyller_body2_space4_time11_nothing14_evolution3
Any empirical science deals with what is given to us through the senses within space and time, but we can-
not avoid transcending these limits for what is given. I think these problems also show up within physics, 
because there is no general accepted theory of the start of the Universe. 

Wyller_nothing15_evolution4_change3_extension3_meaning8
Not everyone agrees with that either. There are quite a lot of theories of multiverses - many universes - and 
also multiverses with an extension over time. Many universes possibly existed before the big bang… Which 
I take as a sign that as humans we will never reach the bottom rocks, so to speak, or last explanation in 
these matters. 

Wyller_nothing16_time12_connection3
But we might imagine it as a kind of some sort of harmony. A harmonious state. That’s what I indicate. And 
I refer to Kant’s notion beauty as disinterested satisfaction. But satisfaction as a kind of a more meditative 
state, experiencing the beauty of the universe or ones life or whatever. There is a kind of disinterested sat-
isfaction, which means there are no more practical or theoretical striving, interests in the world. A kind 
of peace, probably. There is some relation between that and Buddhism, I think, as Nirvana - some would 
point out. 

Wyller_system2_connection4_reality7_being5_time13
Well, but Einstein was a kind of Spinozist and he found really deep comfort in the thought of natural laws 
as anonymous, non-personal structures of the world, disconnected from any personal experience of living 
now. He took that to be a consequence of physics as describing the world without the concepts of now, 
present, future and past. 

Wyller_time13_system3_nothing17_being6_stories2_collapse2_meaning8
Perhaps everything that we know from life as divided into presence, past and future, when it collapses then 
there would be no memory anymore, and no future. Everything would be just as real, as clear and distinct 
as everything else. All the faces, all the stages of our life would have the same presence, if we could describe 
it as presence. That’s how it is often described as the... whole of one’s life... passing before one’s eyes. Now 
I don’t take that as proof that that is how it’s gonna be when you’re dead. But it’s a possible way of making 
sense to the notion that when we die, time collapses. 

Wyller_being7_infant1_time14_space5_reality8
Well I don’t think it’s literally constructed or made up by human beings, because any acts of construction 
also takes place in time, so somehow time is presupposed. It’s more like, I think, as newborn human beings, 
we may have a very general, open feeling of being placed in a world extending in time, which has still to be 
filled with experiences. 

Wyller_reality9_being8_stories4_meaning9_nothing18
As human beings we always try to.. We have to act, or try to act, in order to fill this void with content. And 
doing it, means doing it in time. It’s not two separate things - acting in order to do this, and creating time 
as a result or something else, time is an aspect of what you are doing. 
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